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New Foundation regimes:
What practical use for investors and entrepreneurs? 

M/HQ, in partnership with the French Business Council, is delighted to inform you that it 
will be hosting an event on the new UAE Foundation regimes and their practical use,
at the Capital Club, DIFC on Thursday, 17 January 2019 from 8:30-10:00 AM.

Over the past twelve months, both Abu Dhabi Global Market (ADGM) and the Dubai
International Financial Centre (DIFC) launched Foundation Regimes.

Foundation regimes provides a strategic platform for financial planning and structuring, 
serving as an alternative to trusts and corporate vehicles.

The introduction of foundations is a real game changer for whoever holds directly shares or 
real estate in the UAE.

Don’t miss the opportunity to attend this free event and register today. Yann Mrazek,
Managing Partner at M/HQ will hold a comprehensive 45-minute session and answer all 
your questions.

By attending the workshop participants will learn:
• What is a foundation, what are its key features and operating mechanisms
• What are the differences and similarities between both UAE regimes?
• How Entrepreneurs and Investors can use foundations in practice to benefit their 

business

Please note we do have limited space available. A light breakfast and beverages will 
be served.

Register your interest!

Who we are

M/HQ is a multi-services platform catering to a broad spectrum of clients – from individual 
entrepreneurs and local SMEs to wealthy international families, to established blue-chip 
companies and multinationals. Our one-stop-shop offering is unique in the Middle East: a 
holistic and cross-disciplinary combination of a market-leading corporate services firm, a 
law firm’s specialist expertise and a regulatory & compliance services practice, all through 
one single platform.

We advise SMEs, family businesses and large enterprises through most key industries at 
all stages of their corporate development – whether setting up a presence in the UAE, mi-
grating to the jurisdiction, restructuring their domestic or regional operations or taking their 
local business to a global level.

Headquartered in the UAE, we are an entrepreneurial firm for entrepreneurial clients.

https://gallery.mailchimp.com/94a553b3022eb461b678a1730/files/eb7586ef-1053-40ed-a6f1-45cf469a543c/MHQFBCJan17_RegistrationForm.01.pdf

